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The ice planet has given me a second lease on life, so I&apos;m thrilled to be here. Sure,

there&apos;s no cheeseburgers, but I&apos;m healthy and ready to be a productive member of the

small tribe. What I didn&apos;t anticipate? That there&apos;d be a savage stranger waiting nearby,

watching me. And when he takes me captive, the unthinkable happens...I resonate to

him.Resonance means mating, and children...but I don&apos;t know if this guy&apos;s ever been

around anyone before. He&apos;s truly a barbarian in all ways, right down to clubbing me over the

head and claiming me as his own.So why is it that I crave his touch and hunger for more?
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These big blue-skinned barbarians are quickly becoming my favorite guilty pleasure. This time, we

get Rukh, who is as close to "raised be wolves" as you can get, and poor Harlow, who was

assumed dead at the end of the last book. Well, dead or a cowardly, selfish harpie who left two men

to die rather than get help, which I thought was pretty harsh at the time for Aeheko to assume...but

whatevs. That's all sulfur-rich hot springs flowing under the face-eaters now.Harlow gets a second

chance at life in some ways even more profound than the rescue the other Earth ladies have gotten,



and Rukh gets a second chance at family after being alone for years. These two people--er,

Not-Hothers??--deserve each other and some gosh-darned happiness, but their bliss is interrupted

by the arrival of other sa-khui...and some really, really bad news.This bittersweet tribal reunion

brings help, some difficult truths, and more family than Rukh ever dreamed of. So sweet! And

readers who love extended, baby-filled epilogues will particularly enjoy this book in the series, as

the tribe grows by leaps and bounds by the end! My only disappointment is that we didn't get to see

Harlow using that delightful techie brain we saw her use in the last book, but to be fair, she WAS a

bit busy, what with the resonating and the head-bonking and the kidnapping and all...Barbarian Mine

is a quick, delightful read with solid characters and a fulfilling story. This was definitely the best book

yet in this series, and I can't wait for the next one!I received a free copy of this book in exchange for

an honest review.

I didn't realize this series was about alien barbarians but I'm glad I bought all the books so far .

What a writer. I could see myself on the sidelines listening to the character's snarky jokes between

each other. Can't wait to read the next book. Ruby Dixon rocks!!

I've enjoyed the whole series, but the author has done a great job with this storyline tying pieces

together. From the story of a missing alien male with a small boy / baby/alien in tow from years ago

told in book 2 and the recent kidnapping of one of the human females . This story brings things full

circle for them. And the first alien human baby is finally born, with a second close behind. I know this

is vague but I certainly don't want to give things away. If your not already following this series then I

recommend you start at the beginning with Ice Planet Barbarians, if you've been reading the series

then I recommend you continue with this one the stories just keep getting better!

A decent addition to the series. It had all the elements of past stories; the difference is that Rukh

has lived alone since he was seven and, although he is adept at hunting and surviving, he knows

little about interacting with others, mating, etc. Harlow makes a good mate for him, as she's very

patient and has become resilient from her time with the clan. She teaches him about love, pleasure

and soap berries.There's a lot that is just more of the same, however, and I wish there'd been more

surprises. There are some very positive and interesting things, though. In developing relationships

with others, Rukh finds he must re-examine the values learned from his father before he died. As

the only person Rukh has ever known, his father drilled some things into his child, but Rukh slowly

realizes those lessons for living are the roots of his loneliness and isolation. Rukh also finds



someone he thought he'd never see again.I was happy to see that Dixon didn't fall into the trap of

upping the kink factor, something too many authors do. There's plenty of that out there already. I do

like the physical differences Dixon created in the barbarians. She has gone beyond the big

humanoid hero and the ugly reptilian or martian alien hero to create a species that is different, but

still attractive, protective, sexy and even cuddly. Dixon offers fresh concepts, skillful

characterization, and heartwarming relationships in a genre that is fraught with gimmicks.

There are simply no words to describe how awesome this series continues to keep you wanting and

hoping that you can wait for the next book. This is another great adventure about a couple that

started out lost but found love and a family.

I have read the three previous books in the series and I was not disappointed. I have been waiting

to find out what happened to Harlow. I really enjoyed the continued development of the characters.I

like how different Harlow's story was. I do think the sex was hotter in the other books, but it is not

lacking in this book either. I loved the ending of this book because it answered questions I have had

for the past three books.Ruby, thank for another great book and I cannot wait for the next one.

The characters are well developed and the plot was complex. The humans must adapt to a hostile

environment and alien mates. Could be awkward but the author creates a reality that puts the

reader right along side as they grow to love and respect each other.

I'm hooked on this series. I will definitely be watching for more books in the future. Each book is so

good Harlow and Rukhs story was awesome and I love that past characters are integrated in the

book. I definitely recommend.
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